ANNUAL PLAN 2021

IMPROVING EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN IN OUR
PARTNER COMMUNITIES IN RURAL NORTHERN TANZANIA

General introduction
Kamitei Foundation is a small grass-roots organisation that works to improve education opportunities
for children in selected rural communities in Northern Tanzania. Operating with a small team of
volunteers since 2002, we support 7 primary schools and run a successful scholarship program. During
the years we have also supported these communities in other ways with their educational needs,
including the construction of various school facilities including 2 secondary schools, teacher houses and
a nursery.
Through our activities, we make a positive impact on the education of 2,500 - 3,000 children. The
academic performance of the primary school students has steadily gone up in the schools that we
support by a factor of 2 since 2011. A key factor in this is that we significantly increased the percentage
of students that used to get nowhere now at least get a good basic grasp of elementary education. On
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the other end of the spectrum, our support for the most talented and motivated students who receive
one of our scholarships dramatically changes their prospects in life, with annual incomes increasing fiveto tenfold.

Creativity in teaching: more interactive teaching helps preventing children from falling behind in class

We conduct our education efforts in close partnership with the community leaders on the basis of a
jointly signed annual Memorandum of Understanding. We expect all our communities to co-invest in
Kamitei’s educational activities, creating optimal alignment and buy-in. The community contributions
vary between 10-25% of the total field budget. While that is a relatively small percentage, it still
represents a substantial amount of cash for these poor communities. In fact, the communities regularly
struggle to get the funds together, for example during a year of poor harvest. We are lenient with
payment terms under those circumstances. Having said that, we do hold on to the general principle of
‘co-investing’ in the education of the next generation and we have had to let go of communities in the
past if they did not contribute for a prolonged period. Apart from financial contributions, communities
can and do also contribute to the program in other ways such as contributions to construction activities
and various forms of volunteering at the schools.
Over the years we have built up an in-depth understanding of the on-the-ground educational challenges
for schools in rural Tanzania and we adapted our approach to make sure that our support is focussed on
the things that contribute most to an improvement in academic results. We established that the
performance of teachers and the general running of the school by the headteacher are two key factors
for good academic performance. We therefore focus a substantial amount of our support on improving
the performance of the 60-odd primary school teachers in the 7 primary schools that we support. Our
Field Education Officer visits every school at least once a month to observe and coach teachers and
check in on the overall running of the school. Improving teacher performance is not an overnight affair
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but pays off over time. We have been doing this for more than 10 years and our efforts yield very
tangible results: average academic performance has improved more than twofold.
In addition to our focus on improving teacher performance, we also continue to undertake other
educational activities in the 7 primary schools in the 3 rural communities that we support. We provide
hundreds of books and teaching aids every year. And when we we’re successful in raising sufficient
funds we also help with construction of school facilities.
We also operate two scholarship programs supporting the same rural communities where ‘our’ primary
schools reside. Through the scholarships we create examples within the communities for what
advanced education is about and what it can lead to. All communities already have concrete examples
of scholarship graduates who landed paid jobs enabling them to support their families.

Six latest entrants into the Eagle Scholarship Program (they started January 2021)

Furthermore, we run a food support program In Kilimatembo for the three primary schools there, now
for the 3rd year. We provide lunch to all children on a daily basis during period from January until June,
which is outside the harvest season, with a commitment by the community to do the same during the
harvest season. Malnutrition is a real issue in the rural communities where we operate, causing lack of
concentration, absenteeism and even stunting. Through this food program we aim to address these
challenges and boost school attendance and academic performance.
Relying heavily on a small team of volunteers and field staff, we operate on minimal overhead. We keep
overhead expenses below 5% of total donations, representing expenses such as audit fees and bank
charges (unavoidable expenses to run a recognised charity).
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Before we get into each of the activities in some further detail in the remainder of this Annual Plan a
summary of how our activities have been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on Kamitei’s activities
The global COVID-19 pandemic has also had its impact on our rural communities in Tanzania, although
not Africa has generally not been affected as severely as some other parts of the world. Schools were
closed during April – June 2019 in an effort to curb infection rates. Since then, schools have been open
and the impact on the daily operations of the schools have been manageable. Having said that, there
has been a real challenge in academic performance during 2020 as the children basically missed 4
months of schooling. There is no such thing as online learning in any of the primary schools that we
support (there is in fact not a single computer in any of the schools and most of the schools have no
electricity). We do not expect further school closures during 2021.

Kamitei’s Field Education Office, Bill, in Kilimanjaro Primary School; during COVID-19, sanitation facilities were
stepped up in many of the schools.

Teacher training & support; school visitations & workshops
During 2021 we will again allocate a large portion of our time and attention on teacher training and
general running of the primary schools. We focus on monitoring and improving the presence and
teaching methods of the 60-odd teachers in the seven primary schools that we support. We coach them
into using more participatory teaching approaches and get them to make use of teaching aids. Our
approach to do this is a combination of monthly school visitations, teacher workshops, academic tests
and performance-based incentives.
In practice it works as follows: our Field Education Officer Bill Basil is on the road visiting primary
schools 12-15 days a month. During his school visitations, Bill sits in on various classes by different
teachers and reviews the overall school operations with the head teacher, including a review of the
teacher attendance register. This way, Bill identifies and addresses both issues of inferior teaching
techniques and organisational challenges such as teacher attendance.
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On a monthly basis, Bill discusses his school visitation reports with our educational specialist Ageeth
Koemans from the Netherlands. Ageeth also comes out to Tanzania to visit all the schools and meet all
the teachers together with Bill, sometimes with Astrid, who is also an educational specialist from the
Netherlands. During 2021 this will be in H2 due to COVID-19 travel restrictions. Bill also gets support
from other professional teachers within Tanzania who join on trips a few times per year so that Bill can
discuss observations.
Every year in March we get all the primary school teachers together in a teacher-training workshop,
whereby we share observations and learnings and introduce new educational approaches and methods.
We typically also introduce creative and locally replicable teaching aids in support of those teaching
methods. We then follow up on these matters during our visitations.

Teacher coaching and workshops during March 2020
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To create further tangible leverage and incentives in our approach towards teachers we have
implemented a teacher incentive scheme. This is a performance-based bonus system with payments
twice a year – see further below. We also have leverage through the community leaders who are keen
to see their school do better and who have the power to intervene if teachers don’t do well.

Kamitei exams
After having had to cancel this in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we do intend to run our own
Kamitei exams again in all the 7 primary schools that we support in 2021. These exams touch on all
subjects in all classes. This is a lot of work but the exams provide us with a valuable comparative picture
of the performance of all schools and teachers, which we use during the visitation rounds and
workshops. This forms a very tangible feedback loop for all primary school teachers and head teachers;
it has helped us tremendously over the years. We also use the exam results for our teacher incentive
scheme and for the pre-selection of candidates for the Eagle Scholarship program.
We conduct our Kamitei exams as follows:
• We do a full round of exams in August: all 7 primary schools, all 7 years (classes).
• The exams consist of 5 major subjects: Mathematics, English, Kiswahili, Science and Social Studies.
25 questions are asked per subject, with a number of levels of increased complexity (a – d).
• The exams are prepared and marked by our own professional teachers.
• The exam results are made public to the teachers, head teachers and community leaders and the
exams itself can be reviewed by the teachers.
As we are running the exams in a similar format for some years now, they provide a good factual
understanding of the academic performance trends in the schools over time. These trends typically
confirm what we observe on the ground during visitations: well-run schools with strong teacher
attendance and motivation is probably the biggest driver of academic performance of a school. As
mentioned earlier, the overall academic performance by our schools has improved substantially during
the years. The most challenging topics are Math and English.

Teacher incentives
As mentioned above, we provide a financial incentive twice a year to the 60-odd teachers in our 7
primary schools. While the cash incentive is very modest by international standards – varying between
USD 20 to USD 150 per teacher per year – it is very meaningful in the Tanzanian context. At the top-end
of the range it adds up to well more than a 13th month salary for an average teacher. One needs to
realise in this context that teachers in rural Tanzania need to make ends meet on a very low income. It
is one of the reasons why morale and attendance can be a challenge; teachers are tempted to get
engaged in things on the side (farming, tuition) to top up their income. Through our incentive program
we aim to provide some relief and express appreciation for their efforts, while at the same time
creating a very tangible feedback loop on their performance.
Our teacher incentive approach has become more teacher-specific during the years. We do two rounds
of rankings and payments every year: one in June and one in November. We rank the schools and we
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rank the teachers (in A / B / C) categories. We do this based on set criteria: (1) attendance at school and
during Kamitei events, (2) motivation, attitude, engagement; (3) use of teaching aids and modern
participatory teaching methods in class, (4) academic performance in Kamitei exams. We discuss the
provisional rankings with the head-teachers and community leaders and share the outcomes in our
individual interactions with the teachers.

Supply of books and teaching aids
During 2021, similar to previous years, we will provide books and teaching aids to all 7 primary schools
to make up for the shortfall in supplies by the central government. For 2021 we will be working with a
budget of TSH 5,000 per student for books and teaching aids which addresses the most pressing needs.
We as Kamitei physically purchase and supply the goods, marking them where possible to prevent reselling. The selection of books is done based on request lists by the head teachers which are crosschecked by our team to make sure that the prioritisation in the lists is correct. The selection of teaching
aids will be done by our own team, in line with the use of teaching aids as recommended in the teacher
workshops.

Construction of school facilities
Thanks to generous larger donations by various donors we are extremely excited to be able to help out
with important and overdue construction of school facilities during 2021! Kainam Primary school has
been struggling for years with too few dilapidated class rooms. During 2021 we’re planning to construct
two new class rooms and repair four old class rooms which will make a huge difference to the school
and its 500 children.

We will also be building a 2-in-1 teacher house next to Hareabi primary school in Kainam. Hareabi has
suffered from a shorage of teachers and low teacher attendance for years and housing is a key reason
for that, so these two new homes will make a big difference for the school.
The Kainam community will play an active role in these construction activities. They will provide
(unskilled) labour during construction, wood for the roofing, as well as a cash constribution.
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Eagle Scholarship program
Kamitei runs its so-called Eagle Scholarship Program for highly talented primary school students from
the rural communities that Kamitei supports since 2009. As of January 2021, we have enrolled 71
children into the program. We recruit the students around the age of 10 years old (Primary School
Standard 4) and enrol them as boarding students in Kilimanjaro Primary school in Arusha, which is one
of the best English-medium primary schools in the country. From there, we support the students all the
way to the end of secondary education. Given the quality of the education and their talent they are
then typically able to enrol in public universities with the financial backing of a government study fund.
Our objective for the Eagle Scholarship Program is twofold: to create a broader awareness and
commitment to education within the current community and to create role models of well-educated
village members amongst the next generation. The selection process is tough: using our own Kamitei
exam results for standard 4, we pre-select the 5 best Standard 4 students from each of the 7 primary
schools. These 35 students then come to a special selection day for day-long testing by Kamitei
teachers. All students receive a certificate, but only the 5 best get a scholarship.
Now running in its 11th year, the Eagle Scholarships are highly sought after within the communities.
Teachers and parents making extra efforts for their children to do well. In that sense the program has
already achieved an important objective – creating a broader ‘pull’ towards education and aspiring to
quality education. The stories of the Eagle scholarship students when they return home during holidays
also contribute to a broader understanding and appreciation for quality education.

Kamitei co-Founder Jane – also known as ‘Mama Kamitei’ – together with the Eagle scholarship students in
Edmund Rice secondary school

The selection process of the Eagle Scholarship program has worked well so far; although the students
do face transition issues when they move to the modern school in the big city, they typically settle in
within a year and then they almost always move on into the top quartile of their class, with various
high-flyers in the top-5% of their year. Our completion rate is very high. We regularly visit the school to
check up on the students and ensure their well-being. The eldest students in the program have now
enrolled in universities across the country.
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Community scholarships for vocational training
In addition to the Eagle Scholarship Program, we also provide scholarships for vocational training to the
rural communities. These are shorter educational trajectories with immediate tangible benefits, thus
boosting the visibility and understanding of how education can help in alleviating poverty. Examples of
these scholarships are vocational trainings for primary school teachers and hospitality services. Most of
the scholarship students find a paid job within 2 years after completion and can build livelihoods for
their families which are significantly higher than the average household in their village.
We typically enrol 5-10 students into this vocational scholarship program every year, equally divided
between the communities that we support. To enrol in vocational education typically requires a certain
minimum academic score in secondary education and in our rural communities it is sometimes a
challenge to find students who meet those minimum scores. Yet also during 2020 we have been
successful again in finding qualified candidates for community scholarships. We hope to be able to
continue this trend during 2021 as well.

Bill together with the new scholarship students and some of the support staff in the selection process (Oct 2020)

Thanks to a special donation to the community scholarship program we expect to be able to take on at
least 8 new students for the community scholarship program and quite possibly a few more if we find
suitable candidates. Our student selection process works as follows: to qualify, students must have
completed Form IV with a sufficient academic score and must be keen and able to enrol a vocational
training such as hospitality, teaching or mechanics. The communities are asked to propose a number of
candidates to Kamitei and we then make the final selection based on review of academic results and an
interview. Communities must submit their proposals for candidates in May. Final selection takes place
in June/July for enrolment of students in e.g. teacher college and in September for hospitality. For the
assessment of scholarship candidates for hospitality services we will cooperate with professional
hospitality managers of Asilia as this worked very well in the past 2 years.
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Kilimatembo food program
In 2021 we are entering our third year of the multi-year food program in Kilimatembo. All students in
the three primary schools in Kilimatembo – Kilimatembo, Gilala and Marar primary school – get daily
porridge and lunch from January until June, covering for the community challenges with food and
nutrition outside the harvest season. To make this possible we worked on the kitchen facilities in all
three schools at the beginning of the program. In a joint effort to make things work, Kamitei provides
the dry goods (rice, beans, etc etc), while the community provides wood, water and volunteers for the
actual cooking.

Children in one of the primary schools lining up for lunch

We are excited about this initiative because nutrition is a challenge for the children in the rural
communities where we work. It’s both insufficient and poor, and the consequence of that is lack of
concentration, school absence, and even stunting and reduced brain development. We chose to run the
food program in Kilimatembo as this is our most organised community (the community is actively
involved in the organisation of the lunches). Hopefully we obtain funding for expansion of the program
beyond this year and in the other primary schools in due course.

FINALLY, WE WISH TO THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR SUPPORT - YOU MAKE A REAL DIFFERENCE!
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CALENDAR 2021
Date
January

February

March

April

May

June

July
August
September

October

November

December

Activity
• (Re-)enrolment of Eagle Scholarships
• First round of school visitations by Field Education Officer
• Start of 6-month food program Kilimatembo
• School visitations / coaching by Field Education Officer
• 6-month food program Kilimatembo
• Issue of books and teaching aids for the year
• Opening meeting with village leaders and head-teachers
• Finalisation Kamitei annual planning 2021
• School visitations / coaching by Field Education Officer
• 6-month food program Kilimatembo
• Teacher Workshop
• Virtual sponsor event in NL/BEL
• School Holiday
• School visitations / coaching by Field Education Officer
• 6-month food program Kilimatembo
• First selection of community scholarships
• School visitations / coaching by Field Education Officer
• 6-month food program Kilimatembo
• School Holiday
• Final selection of community scholarships
• Preparation of Kamitei exams
• Enrolment of community scholarships - general
• School visitations / coaching by Field Education Officer
• Completion of 6-month food program Kilimatembo
• School visitations / coaching by Field Education Officer
• Kamitei exams & marking
• School visitations / coaching by Field Education Officer
• National exams
• School Holiday
• Enrolment of community scholarships - hospitality
• School visitations / coaching by Field Education Officer
• First selection of Eagle Scholarship candidates
• School visitations / coaching by Field Education Officer
• School visitations by international education specialist
• Kamitei Eagle Scholarship Exam day
• Annual evaluation meeting with village leaders & head-teachers
• School Holiday
• Year closing
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KAMITEI FOUNDATION TANZANIA - SUMMARY BUDGET 2021
TSH/EUR

2 780

Community program
Workshop, exams, Eagle scholarship day
Visitations, related field allowances
Volunteer teachers
Books & teaching aids
Teacher incentives
Miscellaneous logistics / support
Community contributions (deducted)

-

TOTALS - EUR

TOTALS - TSH

16 547

46 000 000

3 597
6 835
2 158
3 597
4 317
1 439
5 396 -

10 000 000
19 000 000
6 000 000
10 000 000
12 000 000
4 000 000
15 000 000

Food program Kilimatembo

25 180

70 000 000

Construction of school facilities

67 266

187 000 000

28 777
9 712
28 777

80 000 000
27 000 000
80 000 000

46 763

130 000 000

7 914

22 000 000

163 669

455 000 000

3 237

9 000 000

166 906

464 000 000

2 new class rooms - Kainam prim. school
Renov. of 4 class rooms - Kainam prim. school
New 2-in-1 teacher house - Hareabi prim. school

Eagle scholarship program
Community scholarship program

SUBTOTAL FIELD ACTIVITIES

General & administrative
TOTAL
G&A as % of total

12

1.9%

1.9%

